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SID MASTER 99.......

Original circuit copyright 2010 by DSAPSC (Marc Hull)
Board layout and board artwork copyright 2010 by Jim Fetzner



Installation:
Installation is like any other TI PEB card.  Please make sure the power has been off for AT LEAST two minutes before installing or removing this or any card from your PEB.  

Speech synthesizer notes:
If you have a speech synthesizer plugged into the right side of the console then it must be removed while the SID Master is in use.  Unfortunately the speech synthesizer does not pass the audio signal from the PEB to the console.  If your speech synthesizer is in your PEB or implanted into your console then no other steps need to be taken.

The SM99 has been tested with and is known to be compatible with the following cards....

TI, Myarc, SNUG BwG & CorComp FDC's
TI & Myarc memory expansion
TI, Myarc & CorComp RS232
WHT SCSI
Myarc HFDC
CorComp Triple Tech 
SNUG HRD16
Horizon Ram Disk
SAMS card

Additionally,  it has been tested with and is known to work with the following console mods...

SNUG 32K16 Mod
Ballman's 32k16 mod
Tursi's PS/2 keyboard adapter

This card has NOT been tested with...

Geneve 9640
SNUG 99/4P

Anything else not specifically listed as compatible in the above statements.  Use of the card in one of those systems may cause damage to the card and/or the system (Use at your own risk.)

OPERATION.....

The design of the card is such that it appears similar to a memory mapped device.  It is always active in the system unless a CRU access above >0FFF is made (such as disk access.)  At this point the card shuts off so as not to interfere with the actions of other devices.  Additionally during shut down, the SID chip is reset to eliminate undesired tones while loading or saving files.

When the card is installed and the system powered up the LED SHOULD be on at all times unless a CRU access above >0FFF is made.  In other words it should toggle opposite of the LED on your FDC or other cards.  Activation is normally automatic as the Computer routinely scans low CRU addresss.  One exception is when operating the card from Assembly language (and possibly other languages.)  In order to activate the card in Assembly you will need to perform a CRU access below >1000.  The easiest way to do this is by performing a BLWP @ KSCAN.  This will activate the card.

Accessing the SID registers to create sounds can be accomplished by any program/language that allows access to normal CPU memory i.e. Extended BASIC, Assembly, FORTH etc....  You will NOT be able to access the SID through TI BASIC alone.  For example in TIXB the SID's registers are accessed by using a CALL LOAD to one of the memory locations mapped to the SID.  All SID register addresses are at even locations in the range of >5800 to >5836.  WARNING... the memory is not decoded above >5800 so writes in the range of >5838 to >5FFF can affect the SID registers.  Although the SID is mapped into the DSR space it is decoded to respond only in the range of >5800 to >5FFF.  DSR memory from >4000 to >57FF is available for future use.

There is one caveat to writing to one of the 3 SID Waveform registers.  The timing of the SID chip and the TI system timing are not similar and in order to ensure that data is not lost during writing, Latches were used in the design to hold data until the SID was ready to read it.  This has the effect of continually presenting data to the SID which normally doesn't appear to present a problem except when writing to one of the waveform registers.  A continual write to the waveform register will not allow the SID chip to processes it's ADSR function.  This is overcome by immediately writing a dummy value to one of the SID's read only registers (no effect on the SID.)  This action will enable the ADSR function of the chip. A CALL LOAD (22578,X) will accomplish this in XB.  Another effect of the use of latches is that if you reset your computer before you write to a dummy register  the card can produce undesired sounds especially if the CRU is constantly being toggled from high to low like with clock programs..

Additionally it is possible (not likely but possible) for the TI to outrun the SID chip in assembly language (this is confirmed) so it should be treated like accessing VDP memory (according to TI specs.)  A NOP or SWPB should be placed between consecutive writes. To prevent data from being lost (example follows.)

MOVB	R1,@>5800
SWPB	R1
MOVB	R1,@>5802

All available SID registers are listed below in table A.  One note.... Because the communication with the SID chip is unidirectional,  it is not possible to read the SID's read only registers.  This has the effect of eliminating the ability to use the built in A/D converters or use the data in REG's 27 or 28.  These were used on the C64 to interface game paddles and provide random number seeds.  I am not aware of other uses at this time.

Known issues....
1) Inability to read the SID's registers.  This is not likely to change as there is no need presently.

Notes about the SID Master 99.....

This card is designed to be used with a MOS 6581 or a MOS 8580 chip.  The typical application is to use the 6581 although provisions have been made for an 8580.  Under no circumstances should an 8580 be placed in the socket designated for the 6581.  They use different voltages and the 8580 will be damaged.  If your card has been set up for a 6581 and you wish to use an 8580 (or vice verse) then simple instructions to do this are available on request but it will be at your own risk.


Some functions of the SID vary widely from chip to chip.  Most notably are the filter functions.  This can be controlled by the filter cap values located next to the SID chip on the board but it is unlikely that two identical cards will produce truly identical sounds when utilizing this function.


CARD USE...

This card is intended to be used as a music card/sound synthesizer for the TI in the same vein as other similar projects that utilize the SID chip.  In order to use the SID Blaster 99 it is important to understand how the SID chip uses the data that is passed to it.  The following will explain the functions of the different SID registers and give an example of creating sounds with the SID chip itself.  This is only a brief utilitarian description.  More in depth data is available from the MOS 6581 data sheet available on the WEB.


The SID has seven registers per voice that control the different aspects of sound.  The following is in the form of.....

(REG #)....(DESCRIPTION).(LEGAL VALUES)


FREQUENCY OF THE TONE
REG 0....... Low byte of desired frequency. (0-255)
REG 1....... High byte of desired frequency. (0-244)
These two registers are combined internally to specify the desired frequency of the sound.  Since the frequency of sound can be much higher than 255 (the highest value you can store in one byte) two bytes are used as.  Register 1 is the MSB while register 0 is the LSB.

PULSE WIDTH FOR SQUARE WAVE
REG 3....... Low pulse value for waveform 64 only. (0-255)
REG 4....... High pulse value for waveform 64 only. (0-16)
These registers, like registers 0 and 1 and combined internally to come up with a 12 bit value.  This value defines the pulse width of waveform 64 and is not used by other waveforms.  Register 3 is the MSB while register 4 is the LSB.


ATTACK/DECAY AND SUSTAIN/RELEASE VALUES
REG 5....... Attack/Decay value.  This register specifies the attack and decay values of the sound envelope. (0-255)
REG 6....... Sustain/Release value.  This register specifies the sustain and release values of the sound envelope. (0-255)
These two registers are used internally to control the sound envelope.  They are independent from each other and not combined.  The SID chip controls the voice envelope semi-automatically and adjusts the volume of the voice relative to the master volume.



CONTROL REGISTER
REG 2....... This register controls both the waveform and the gating of the sound as well as ring modulation and the hard sync feature of the chip.  The waveforms are indicated by loading values of 16,32,64 or 128 into register 2.  In addition the LSb of register 2 (the 1's place) is the gate bit used to control the ADSR envelope on the SID chip.  It is important to understand that the chip WILL NOT start producing the desired sounds until this bit is set.  For example if you want to use waveform 16 (after setting up the other registers for frequency, ADSR or pulse ) you need to write the value 17 (16+1 for the gate bit) to register 2.  This will start the tone and executer the attack/decay nature of the voice.  In order to realize the sustain/release portion the gate bit must be reset.  This is accomplished by writing the value 16 to register 2.  

Waveforms can be combined with varying levels of success to produce hybrid waveforms by adding the respective values together.  For example to combine waveform 16 and 32 together, simply add them together and write the value 49 (48 + 1 for the gate bit) to register 2. 

They waveform values are as follows...

16............triangle
32............saw tooth
64............square
128..........noise

Ring modulation and hard syncing of the SID chip are beyond the scope of this manual.
Each voice has its own set of control registers (for a total of 21 or 3 sets of 7) and they work in identical fashion.  In addition to these there are 4 global registers that effect the output of all voices.

FILTER CUT OFF CONTROL REGISTER
REG 21....... Register 21 is filter low byte  (0-3)
REG 22....... Register 22 is the filter high byte (0-255)

These two registers are used by the SID as a mask to filter out certain frequencies. Their operations are beyond the scope of this manual.  Additionally manufacturing variations between SID chips can effect sound quality i.e.  You may hear variations from chip to chip.  Consult the MOS 6581 data sheet for proper usage.

RESONANCE AND FILTER CHANNEL SELECT
REG 23...... Register 23 controls the resonance of all sounds and which voice(s) are channeled through the filter.  It's operations is outside the scope of this manual.  Consult the MOS 6581 data sheet for proper usage.

FILTER MODE AND MASTER VOLUME SELECT 
REG 24...... Register 24 controls the master volume of the SID chip's output and the type of filtering to be used.  Legal values are 0 (no sound) to 15 (full sound.) for the volume only.  This register affects all 3 voices.
Using the filters is outside the scope of this manual.

The following is a short script on how to produce sounds with the SM99...

Load appropriate volume level into register 24
Load frequency in registers 0 and 1
Load pulse width into registers 2 and 3 (if needed for square wave only)
Load attack/decay value into register 5
Load sustain/release value into register 6

AT THIS POINT THERE SHOULD BE NO SOUND !

Load waveform + gate bit into register 4
Load a dummy value into register 26 (clears the latches)

AT THIS POINT YOU SHOULD HEAR SOUND!  You have started the attack/decay settings for the voice.  The SID chip will modulate the voice's volume according to the contents of register 5.

Delay for an appropriate time depending on the attack/decay settings
Load waveform only (no gate bit) into register 4
Load a dummy value into register 26 (clears the latches)

YOU SHOULD STILL HEAR A SOUND but it should be entering its sustain release phase according to the value in register 6.

Delay for an appropriate time depending on the sustain release settings.

At this point you can turn the voice off by sending a value of zero to both frequency registers or turning the volume off.

NOTES AND PITFALLS TO AVOID WITH THE SID CHIP...

1)   The SID chip does not like to receive the same data into the gate bit twice in succession.  IE do not attempt to write a "1" to the gate bit twice in a row without writing a "0" to it.  In other words... you should always start the release portion of a voice before trying to start another tone.  This does not mean that you have to shut one sound off to start another.  But if a voice is not allowed to enter it's release phase (different from being shut off) before another ADSR cycle is started then the results can be unpredictable.
2)   For programmers of fast languages (assembly, Forth etc...)   Be careful how fast you access the gate bit.  Multiple accesses at high speed can cause the oscillator to lock up.  I suggest you allow at least 1 VDP interrupt or equivalent to pass before a subsequent  write to the gate bit.
3)   Using the square waveform with similar pulse widths on several voices in harmony can cause distortion.  It is a natural phenomenon and can cause unpredictable results.

Warrantee Information….

DSAPSC here by warrants that the SID Master 99 card and components (other than the MOS 6581 or MOS 8580) will be free of manufacturing defects for a period of ninety (90) days from the original purchaser.  DSAPSC will repair or replace the card at no charge provided it is shipped post paid to:

Marc Hull
541 NW 34th ST
Oklahoma City, OK
73118.

Repairs made after the warrantee period has expired will be charged at a rate negotiated with the card owner.

IMPORTANT PLEASE READ……
(If your SID Master 99 card comes equipped with a MOS 6581 or MOS 8580 chip provided by DSAPSC…….)

The SID chips we provide are provided on an as is basis with no warrantee what so ever.
Although the SID is functional as far as all functions (with the possible exception of the filters) when shipped with the card, these devices are 20-30 years old and as such may fail at any time.  Therefore DSAPSC will NOT warrant the SID chip in any manner what so ever.






TABLE:  A

SID REGISTER ADDRESSING

SID REG.	REAL HEX	REAL DEC		MEANING
__________	____________	__________		__________________
0		5800		22528			V1 FREQ LO
1		5802		22530			V1 FREQ HI
2		5804		22532			V1 PULSE LO
3		5806		22534			V1 PULSE HI
4		5808		22536			V1 CONTROL
5		580A		22538			V1 ATTAK/DECAY
6		580C		22540			V1 SUSTAIN/RELEASE


7		580E		22542			V2 FREQ LO
8		5810		22544			V2 FREQ HI
9		5812		22546			V2 PULSE LO
10		5814		22548			V2 PULSE HI
11		5816		22550			V2 CONTROL
12		5818		22552			V2 ATTAK/DECAY
13		581A		22554			V2 SUSTAIN/RELEASE


14		581C		22556			V3 FREQ LO
15		581E		22558			V3 FREQ HI
16		5820		22560			V3 PULSE LO
17		5822		22562			V3 PULSE HI
18		5824		22564			V3 CONTROL
19		5826		22566			V3 ATTAK/DECAY
20		5828		22568			V3 SUSTAIN/RELEASE

21		582A		22570			ALL FILTER LO
22		582C		22572			ALL FILTER HI
23		582E		22574			ALL RESONANCE/FILTER CHANNEL 
24		5830		22576			ALL VOLUME/FILTER TYPE

25		5832		22578			READ ONLY N/A  POTX
26		5834		22580			READ ONLY N/A  POTY
27		5834		22582			READ ONLY N/A  OSC VALUE
28		5836		22584			READ ONLY N/A  ENVELOPE OF VOICE 3












SID PLAY:99

COPYRIGHT 2011 all rights reserved.  This program may not be copied and redistributed without written consent of  DSAPSC with the sole exception of installing this program on an alternate file system owned and used by you or making backup copies for personal use.

Authors....

The Apprentice (Tim Tesch).........DF128 loader
The Perganator (Ernest Pergrem).File browser/ Front end
DSAPSC (Marc Hull)....................Player program

What is SID PLAY:99 ???
It is a music player program designed to be run on an expanded TI99/4A with the SID Master 99 card installed.  The minimum requirements are a TI99, PEB, 32k, disk drive and SID Master 99 card.

What does SID PLAY:99 actually play ???
It plays the collection of songs originally written for the Compute! Gazette Sid Player on the commodore 64 entitled Compute! Gazette SID Collection.  There are around 8000 music files  contained on 500+ SSSD floppies  representing well over 300 hours of music.  They are available for free download from Mike Brent's site (see URL below) In TI99-PC DOS image format as well as the WHT site (same format.)

                          http://www.harmlesslion.com 


Hmmm, what’s a music file ???
Remember those disks you downloaded from Mike's site ?  They contain DF128 files all preceded by a dollar sign.  This denotes them as music files.  If you catalog a disk in browser mode that contains these type of files then you will see them on the screen (without the dollar sign...)  See appendix A for hints on getting files from your PC to your TI.

How do I load the player ???
Use the Editor Assembler module or equivalent and load SIDPLAYER1 from the appropriate device as an EA option 5 program.  The loader will install and run all 3 segments and start the program.

OK it's loaded what do I do ???
Press F7 and look over the commands.  These are the functions that will guide you to a never before experienced sound adventure on your TI.  Anytime you get lost (other than when you are entering a device/path) press F7 and the help screen will pop up.

All right, what now ???
Put a disk into your drive that contains music files and press <C>.  You will be prompted to enter a Device/Path name at the bottom of the screen.  Enter your device name (DSK1, SCS1, HDS1 etc.....) and if there are music files on the specified device  then the program will list them.

What are those names enclosed in brackets ???
If you have a hard disk system or equivalent on your TI then those are subdirectories on your hard drive (or CF card.)  Pressing ENTER while the arrow is pointing at one of these will navigate your browser to the next sub directory where a new catalog is generated.  When in a sub directory, pressing ENTER while the arrow is pointing to two periods (..) will navigate you back up on level in the directory tree.  If no music files or subdirectories are found in the current device or directory then a message is displayed to alert you to this fact.
OK, so I have a list of songs displayed.  What do I do now ?


Pressing 1,2 or 3 will organize your list into 1,2 or 3 columns.  At this point it is a matter of selecting the songs you want to hear. Using the normal arrow keys just drive the arrow around the screen until you see a file that interests you.  At this point press the space bar once to select the song (You will see it go into reverse video.)  If you decide not to play that song then press the space bar again and the video will return to normal.  If you want to listen to all the songs simply press A at any time and they will all be selected.  Conversely pressing D will deselect everything.  When you are ready to listen press P and the player will enter play mode and cycle through all the selected songs, returning to the listing when finished.

Hmmmm.  It's playing and I don't like this song.  Do I have to let it play out?
No.  Press S and the current song being played is terminated and the next one is loaded and started.  If you don't like anything you are hearing then press E and the player will terminate all songs and take you back to the current listing.

My beautiful, loving wife keeps interrupting my listening pleasure.  Help....
When a song is playing, pressing P will turn the volume off and pause the song.  Press P again to resume playing.

What does shuffle mean  ???
If you press the S key while in browser mode then all selected songs are shuffled and played in a random order.  The shuffle icon appears at the top right of the screen and is in effect until you disable it by pressing S again.

What about replay ?
Pressing R while in browser mode will turn on the replay function as indicated by the replay icon at the top left of the screen.  Replay will cause the selection list to be restarted when the last song is finished.  If there is that one song you just cannot get enough then simply select it, press R to put the player in replay mode and then press P.  The song will be played and replayed until you press E.

Ok I'm about done how do I exit ???
From the browser screen just press Q and you will be returned to the TI title screen

Disclaimer in small print

The player has been extensively tested for accuracy and compatibility with the DSK, SCSI and HDSK systems and all effort has been made to ensure a pleasurable listening experience but no warrantee is granted that this system is 100 percent bug free or compatible with devices not specifically listed in the SID Blaster 99 manual.  There is no warrantee or guarantee that this software will perform flawlessly on all songs or systems nor play all songs.

Occasionally you will come across a SID song that is greater than 40 sectors long.  Depending upon the actual length of the song data, these may or may not work.  Very large songs (greater than 18K or 74 sectors)  may crash the player requiring restart.  These few files comprise less than 1 percent of the collection.














Appendix: A

Getting files to your TI…

Floppy disks….

The files in the CGSC hosted on Tursi’s site and the WHT site are in plain disk image format.  Using TI99-PC it is simply a matter of copying the disks from a PC to a floppy (using the “copy disk in TI99-PC DOS image file option” )  and then loading the disk onto the TI.  Alternately there are many methods for transferring files from a PC to the TI.  The following is an example for writing TI floppies from a PC using Paolo Bagnaresi’s excellent TI99-PC program.  

Following the instructions for TI99-PC:

	Start TI99-PC

Chose option #2: TO TI-99/4A DISK FROM EMULATORS OR DOS.
Chose option #1: TRANSFER A TI99-PC DOS IMAGE FILE TO A TI99/4A FLOPPY DISK


SCSI systems….

In the future a SCSI disk image will be posted as well.  This will allow you to simple copy the scuzzy image to a CF or SCSI hard drive and have the complete collection available in a directory format.  Provided some issues with the IDE card can be worked out, An IDE image will also be available.


Appendix: B

Sid Play 99 key presses.

BROWSER MODE…

A		Select all titles
D		Deselect all titles
E/SPACE	Select/Deselect current title
C		Change device/path
R		Toggle replay mode on or off
S		Toggle shuffle mode on or off
P		Play selected titles
F7		Display help screen
Q		quit to TI Title screen

PLAYER MODE…

S		Skip current title that is playing
E		Exit to browser mode
P		Pause or continue current title.








